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About This Content

The Hustle Cat Soundtrack features 9 original tracks by Samm Neiland, a Karaoke version of the title song L U V, as well as
commentary provided by the artist himself! All tracks are presented in high quality MP3 format.
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Anatola Howard is definitely one of my favorite artists, and they have achieved so much at such a young age. I was following
this game for a long time through their twitter and bought it immediately.

Maggie's Apartment is a fully voice-acted point-and-click game, and the artwork (both backgrounds and characters) is
absolutely beautiful. The dialogue and music are incredibly sweet as well, and an 8 track album comes along with the game
purchase ( Happy go Randy Me is the best song (^: )

I definitely recommend this game to anyone, if not for the gameplay, then simply just to support an amazing artist.. this game is
good but there is no save yet so please creators add a save pls i know its a working progress but its a super good game. Great
arcade twin stick shooter. Grab a joystick and have some quick pick up action. Would recommend to anyone looking for a fun
game without a steep learning curve.. If you enjoyed GORN and want more of solid feeling melee combat, this is the one to
pick up. The fighting all feels smooth and there's already a fair bit of depth.. Controls are unresponsive and boss fights are super
♥♥♥♥ing whack. Rips gameplay and narrative beats straight from Hotline Miami but doesn't offer any of that game's
conveniences or smart design choices. Pretty meh.. the demo was good as it gave you some space to test it out on. the full
version gives you a list of games you may not have an no area in the actual app to play around with :( most of the games are full
price too. and if you want to add a new game there is no info on how to add it to the locomotion list. its confusing.

edit: I also ended up buying vivecraft. and the command wont work with the game. it says it cant find it.. 5\/10

Never (before how) have I quit and unistalled a game only 90 minutes into playing it. This game has charm and excitement, and
each level is interesting and challenging. Unfortunately, its good points are horribly overshadowed by the difficulty and
requirement for split-second timing. To say that this game suffers from being too finicky, is an understatement.

Do not play this game unless you have either the reaction time of a fighter jet pilot, or more patience than Ghandi.. Pick this up
during the winter sale, was looking for solitare style card games. So far so good! I like the card attacks makes the game more
interesting.
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Gateways is a puzzle-platformer with several unique twists on the portal gun mechanic. If you can look past the short length and
lack of graphical polish, it's certainly a fun puzzle game worth playing.. If you like "The Binding of Isac" you might like this. It's
a very similar rogue-lite only with furry critters instead of fightened, naked boys and deformed monsters. If anything it looks
like the asthetics are heavily influenced by Warhammer 40K or Star Craft. I Usually stray away from rogue-lites but this one
was pretty enjoyable as you still have some form of progressing via the "unlock" menu that allows you to start new runs with
new upgrades that help you progress through the game after each attempt. The sound track is pretty awesome too. It's a shame
that they aren't selling it.

If i had to rate it. I'd say it's a good 8/10, well above average and fairly well done for a top down shooter rogue-lite.. The main
thing to know is that this game is NOT a strategy game. This game is a Choose Your Own Adventure novel in a graphical
format. Sure, you get some game-like elements, but the really compelling aspect of this title is the story.

The good:
- Good story, relatable characters
- Choices have narrative weight
- Story is compelling enough that this could have been a graphic novel without the game elements

The bad:
- Game play is shallow, feels like a minor feature compared to the story
- Some sci-fi cliches plot wise

The ugly:
- Still some obvious bugs (characters referred to by the wrong gender, costs for some buildings incorrect in tooltips)
- Really not a good "game"

Recommendation: Buy it if you like good stories, avoid if you want hours of replayability in a game.. The game doesn't work for
me. It loads up and gets to Act 1 screen, the start button doesn't work, so all I can do is exit and get a refund.. three words:
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(_／. I'm 13 hours into Chef: A Restaurant Tycoon Game and I'm sad to say that I cannot recommend this game. "Tycoon" is
misleading because you can only have one restaurant the entire game. While you can switch locations, it's akin to starting the
game over with some carry over attributes. Also, there is very little "management" of the restaurant itself... you essentially just
pick a few things then just let it run. A better name for the title should be Chef: Menu Crafting because you'll spend majority of
the time doing that. The goal of the game seems to be mixing and matching random ingredients to obtain the highest "taste". If
you enjoy crafting your own menu then this game is for you (so long as it's limited to the type of dishes the game provides)

Pros: The controls are easy and the graphics is nice
Cons: Very limited selection of cuisines... in a "Restaurant Tycoon" game, there is no pizzas, burgers, Chinese, Japanese, etc.
The dishes seem to be mostly Italian (less pizza). Also, it takes forever to unlock new decorations so you're constantly being
dinged for "atmosphere".

There's also some minor glitches (random crashes, customers "stuck" outside thus the day can't end, decorations being invisible,
etc) that hopefully the developers will fix
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Update: The developers seem to be actively taking feedback and working on various updates... I'm looking forward to the
updates. Controls Sucks
Sounds Terrible
Levels design are awful. Feels hastily thrown together, just for a basic asset flip.

Its real shame that seems to be the case, it has a ton of potential to be a short action horror game worth a few bucks.

I would definetly love to see the game remastered with a lot more polish.
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